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INTRO DUG ~1.1ION.
In Boyd 1 s Textbook of Pathology lEB refers to
gas-gangrene as "the most important wound complication of World War 1 11 • In an article in Annals of Surgery, April 1942, H.J. Warthen reported that the
Welch bacillus was cultured in saventy.P:)r-cent of

wounds suffered in trench warfare during World War I
and that there was a mortality rate of 48.5% in l,389
cases reported in the A.E.F.
The author was inspired by these two statements to try to determine, from a review of the literature, what progress had been made in prophylaxis and
therapy of gas gangrene in the interval between World
War I and the present World

war

II, for this infec-

tion not only results in a high degree of mortality
but many who recovered did so only after either extensive and deformi~g surgery or amputation.
A review of the 11 terature since that time was
thus undertaken, at first with the intention of considering the prophyl•xis and therapy of all anaerobic
wound infections but later limiting it to the discussion of gas-gangrene only, because in the prophy-
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la.xis of one, except for specific sera, you have the
prophylaxis of all infections, both anaerobic and
aerobic and the therapy of gas-gangrene seemed to pose
the greatest problems in the light of recent developments.
Emphasis will be placed upon theJrophylaxis, because here especially, even more than in other 1nf'ections, adequate prophylactic measures are most important.
An attempt will be made to evaluate prophylactic

and therapeutic measures, both old end new and to determine, if possible, whether or not we can anticipate
better reaults from their application to gas-gangrene
in the present conflict than

were achieved in the last,

both from the standpoint of lowered morbidity and
lowered mortality.
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THE MODERN.~ROPHYLAXIS AND THERAPY
OF

GAS GANGR.!5NE

IN

'NAR NOUNDS.

The earlidst reference to gas-gangrene was by
Fabricius of Hilden in 1607 who published the first
clinical description.

Larrey in 1812 described it and

was the first to attribute it to arterial spasm which
he noted.

This view was dropped however, when the

causative agents were demonstrated but is being revived again, as not the cause, but as a contributing factor. (Trueta).

Velpeau 1849 referred to it as bronze

erysipelas because of the color which the infected
tissues assume.
The disease was never systematically studied
until thd days of World War I when it began to appear
as a complication in the wounds received in Flanders.

In 1915, Weinberg and Seguin described the flora to
be found in these wounds and Fleming et al gave accounts of the inf'ection from a bacteriological point
of view while many surgeons, French, British and German described it clinically.

Recent study has added

little to the knowledge gained in those early years,
and the improvements in prophylaxis and therapy will
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be discussed in the following pages.
The bacteriology of these infections has been
the subject of much investigations and was well outlined by Pritkin in January 1943 but he added little
that was not previously known (Jordan). These organisms are generally speaking, gram-positive, nonmotila, encapsulated rods which are anaerobic but not
strictly so.

They produce powerful exotoxins anj

lytic enzymes capable of destroying tissues. We will
discuss them separately.
l.

Clostridium ·welchii (B. perfringens)
produces a saccharolytic enzyme; it has
/

0

some prateolytic activity. Forms spores.
Produces four types of exotoxin; causes
lysis red blood cells, local areas of
renal necrosis. Also as shown by McOleM,
(1936) it produces a spreading or invasive factor which enables it to invade tissues more readily.
2.

Clostridium ~epticum (Vibr.ion septique, Cl.
septique.) is motile under strictly
anaerobic conditions: Forms spores. Produces less gas than Cl. welohii; no capsule; produces highly hemorrhagic edema,
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less extensive and less gelatinous than
Cl. aedarnatiens.
3.

Clos tridium a3damatiens (Cl. n ovyi) rods,
slightly curved, produces autolysis early
in cultures. It does not invade the tissue
but effects are entirely due to toxins.
Mcclean found no 1nvasive:if'actor for organisms but toxin highly invasive.

It

produces gelatinous, non- hemorrhagic
edema and produces little,r no gas.
4.

Clostridium fallax, Clostridium sporagenes,
and q~ostr1d1um histolyticum are motile
under anaerobic conditions, rod-shaped.
Are not by themselves aggressive enough

to produce gas-gangrene.
Cl. h1stolyticum and Cl. sporogenes seem
to contribute in some measure to aggressive capacity of Cl. welchii.
These organisms are found in soil, particularly
soil fertilized with manure. Also Maes (1940) demonstrated its presence on domestic animals and a1so in
wool from these animals, whether dr y-cleaned or not.
It has also been demonstrated in all types of soil
·(Warthen) and shot gun shell wadding.(Maes).
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PROPHYLAXIS
The prophylaxis of gas-gangrene infection in
wounds, as

the prophyl~xis of any infection or dis-

ease, can only logically and scientifically be attacked.by knowing the causative agents and the factors
which contribute to the development of infection. In
gas-gangrene the sam~ fundamental principles may be
applied.

In order to have infection we mu.st have

present within the wound, the causative agent in sufficient number and of sufficient virulence to produce
an infection, and secondly, there mu.st be decreased
resistance upon the part of the host. These two factors will be considered separately.
The problem of the presence or absence of the
infecting organisms in the wowids is not one easily
determined when the patient is first seen.

Wounds

suffered during military operations in the field or
trenches mu.st always be considered contaminated with
either the spores or the bacteria causing gas-gangrene.

During World War I, 70% of the wounds suffered
during trench warfare were found to be contaminated
with Olostridium welchii (Warthen 1941). The high
incidence of gas-gangrene during the campaigns in
Flanders, where the fields for years have been fertil-
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ized with excreta., made the surgeons of that ti:ne aware that no wound could be considered not contaminated with these organisms (Pritkin 1943). Recent experience in America has shown that even in civilian
practice., and in wounds seen early., it is not safe to
assume the wounds uncontaminated by anaerobes for it
has been shown that wool clothes., sandy soil, and even
the wadding of shot gun shells may often contain spores
of the members of the Clostr.ldia group. Millar in 1932
reported over 607 cases of gas-gangrene in wounds in
civilian life.
The experience of the British and Canadian medical services has prompted the order that no wounds., except those into

joints,

cranial cavity., abdomen or

thorax are to be closed primarily, for when wounds are
closed and anaer-l>bic infections not considered, disasterous results were reported (MacFarlanel942, Atkin
1940).

No wound can be considered uncontaminated no
:,

matter how early they are seen and all must be handled
with this in mind.
The question of resistance of the host is mainly
a local one involving the wound., for it is here that the
infection first becomes established and consequently
l,,

,the local resistance,- or the lack of it., - a,J?e of
(

!
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primary importance.

In war wounds, and in civilian

wou..~ds ,alike, penetrating and destructive wounds of the
1,

extrem¢ties, especially into heavily muscled areas are
potentially the most dangerous. {Millar 1932, Reid and
Carter 1941; Mullally 1941, Maes 1940).
In discussing the matter of local resistance or
its lack, we should perhaps consider what happens in
a typical wound e.g., a bomb fragment or piece of
shrapnel entering the anterior muscles of the thigh.
It must be here noted that these considerations hold
true in other areas and under other circumstances,
varying with the wounding agent and anatomy of the
locale.
When the fragment enters the skin, which is more
or less resistant to external damage, due largely to
its elasticity, the narrow area surrounding the wound
tract is disintegrated and damaged. In "the subcutaneous tissues

little damage usually results, due here

also to its elastic

nature.

When however, the frag-

ment enters the muscle the nature of muscular tissue
is such that the irregular fragment produces extensive
tearing and damage, producing a jagged, irregular wound.
Should the fragment strike bone, the rigid structure
·tends to result in rm.1ch damage and fracture or splint-·
ering will occur.
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Now as we have stated before there is a disintegrated area of skin about the site of entry produced by
the fragment which also simultaneously contaminates it
by carrying in soil or clothing.

The edge of the sub-

cutaneous tissues and superficial fascia are also
damaged. In the muscle the entrance of t:he injuring
fragment causes not only destruction of adjacent tissue,
but also, concussion in the surrounding tissues, produces tissue damage but not necessarily complete destruction.

These concussive effects in muscle result:

in hemorrhages into the spaces between muscle bundles,
so called interfasicular hematomas. (Pritkin 1943,
Trueta 1941, Mullally, 1941).

These in addition to the

disintegrated tissues and contused areas around them
provide wonderful culture media for all bacteria, especially anaer,ooic organisms. (Millar 1932, Mullally 1941.
Maes 1942)
The action on bone produces fractures but if the
missile is rather spent the bone may only deflect it
into the surrounding soft tissue, thereby producing
further damaged tissue and carrying splintered bone with
it. Bone separated from

muscle or periosteum inevit-

ably dies as a result of lack of blood supply,

and con-

tributes to the necrotic tissues, furnishing good
l
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culture media. (Mullally 1941, Koch 1943, Wilson 1941)
The foregoing has been rather a general picture
of the results of penetrating injuries. The amount of
damage of course would vary with the size of the fragment, the irregularity and the velocity, for high
velocity bullets may pass cl~ar thru the leg producing
very little injury.
While, as shown above, the main result is tissue
damage and concussion in the tissues adjacent to the
wound tract, this is not the whole picture for there
are other results which have not been mentioned and
which contribute to the decrease in local resistance
that follows.
One of these is the so-called area of traumatic
vascular spasm first described by Borst in 1920 and
later by Trueta and Barnes in 1941.

In this area we

have capillary spasm resulting in decreased blood
supply and an accompanying increase in capillary permeability,

producing local edema and further impair-

ment of circulatory efficiency.

While:tithis area is

not immediately contaminated by the projectile it is
soon invaded by the organisms and is very susceptible
to such invasion, due to the lack of blood supply and
edema. This circulatory embarrassment will, of course,
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produce low oxygen tension locally and increased danger
of anaerabic infection.
We should, perhaps, here mention also that in a
crushing injury of the extremity, as often occurs with
falling masonry,
artery may follow.

a generalized vascular spasm of the
Barnes and Trueta (1941) working

at the Institute for Medical Research at Oxford, simulated this condition by applying a rubber tourniquet
to one leg of an experimental animal and

leaving it

constricted for four and one-half hours. They then
injected contrast media and took roentgenograms.

These

showed p0rsistent contraction below the level of constriction. The arteries were not visible or were visible
only as very thin streaks in comparison to controls;
veins were invisible as compared to the well filled
veins in controls.

The contrast media was seen to

infiltrate the tissues in the constricted leg below the
level of constriction, showing increased capillary permeability.

They also noted a similar, though less

pronounced, spasm in the opposite and unconstricted leg.
From these results they assumed that the spasm
was due to the sympathetics, and further work showed
that sympathectomy previous to, and following the application of the constrictor would prevent the spasm,
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relieve it.

How this spasm would affect a wounded

extremity from.the standpoint of decreasing local
resistance and depleting the blood supply and oxygen
tension, is obvious.
The effect of a penetrating injury in muscle
is considerably influenced by the location of the
injury and whether or not the nutrient arteries are
involved and how muc~ of the muscle is affected by its
severance.

In the short segmental muscles the arter-

ies come off in such a way that they enter the muscle
transversely and several arteries supply diffe:rent
areas of the same muscle.

In the muscles of the thighs,

lower leg, and buttocks the arteries, by virtue of the
embryological development of these from single myotomes,
enters from the proximal end and extends longitudinally and distally thru it. Damage to the artery in the
proximal portion of the rw.scle destroys the blood
supply to the whole muscle. (Reid and Carter 1941,
Wilson 1941, Mullally 1941, maes 1942, MacFarlane 1942,
Trueta 1942).

For example, the blood supply of the

sartorius enters· at the proximal portion and ramifies
within it from above distally.

Severance of the

artery or of the muscle high up near its origin would,
-of course, cause necrosis of the entire muscle and
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contribute greatly to loss of local resistance and increased susceptibility to infection. (Worthen 1942,
~acFirlane 1942).
These local r·actors leading to

decreased re-

s istQilce to infection, tissue destruction and necroo

sis, tissue anA~emia either from local or general
spasm, edema, and increased capillary permeability,
have been discussed. Other factors may contribute to
decreased resistance and such conditions as malnourishment, senile arteriosclerosis, diabetes, or Beurgerts
disease would of course have an effect •

.Another factor

acting more generally is the presence or absence of antibodies in the circulating blood which profoundly affects

the resistance to infection. These factors, the

latter especially, will be given more discussion later.
The foregoing attempt to point out the factors
necessary for the establishment of gas-gangrene infection (or any infection) furnishes a basis for the
prevention of the infeotion for if we prevent the
entrance of the organisms or prevent their growth and
multiplication,

we have taken the first step in pro-

phylaxis.
As we

have pointed out before, prevention of

contamination is difficult since contamination usually
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occurs concomitant with injury and all wounds must be
considered contaminated when seen early 1 and infected
j

if seen later than 3-4 hours without previous treatment. The next step then is to make it impossible for
the organisms present to grow and produce their toxins
and thus establish an infection.
plished in several ways;

This can be accom-

it may be done by placing

into the wound germicides which kill the organisms
or we attack the organisms indirectly.by using agents
which, while they do not directly kill the organism,
they nevertheless, do prevent its reproduction and
thus give the body defences a chance to eliminate them.
These agents are called bacteriostatic agents.
Debridement

or the removal of the tissues con-

taminated by the organisms coincident with injury as
well as those adjacent to them and into which the organisms have invaded, _will; also accomplish the same thing.
This procedure has a two-fold effect for it also removes the dead and anoxemic tissues without which the
bacilli causing gas-gangrene cannot long survive.
The first method of preventing infection, namely, the addition of germicides or antiseptics, was
first extensively utilized in combating gas-gangrene
· during World War I, when surgeons first began to have
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I

difficulty

with this type of invection. Early in med-

ical history the addition of wine into wounds, by
Avicenna and of turpentine by Pare• foreshadowed the
introduction of antiseptics by Lister in 1865 (Kellett
1932). Lister first used carbolic acid and reported
the favorable results in a series of papers. After
much controversy their use was finally accepted and in
1886 Von Bergman introduced steam sterilization of instruments and thus prepared the way for the era of
asepsis (Kellett 1936).

In the early years of World War I surgeons began
to realize that war wounds could not be treated as
civilian or operative wounds and asepsis gave way to
antisepsis

again and many distressing results re-

sulted from the use of phenal and strong caustics
(Trueta 1941).
At about this time carrel began his studies
on the use of the hypochlorite solution introduced
by Dakin in 1915 and the Carrel-Dakin technique of
continuous irrigation was advocated and was accompanied by such success that the popularity of antiseptics was re-established. This

action of Dakin 1 s

solution was due partly to direct action on the
-bacteria and partly

to a proteolytic effect on the
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wound, thus served

to make bacterial reproduction in

dead tissues difficult (Dakin 1915).
This technique was being used most widely at the
time when the value of thorough debridiment was being
emphasized by Milligan and others and this procedure
,_.I

probably contributed no 11 ttle to the good results ob-'i,
and ascribed to the treatment.

·.l

Too, the method of de-

layed primary closure was being introduced by the French
surgeons and this, as will be shown later, was very important in preventing gas-gangrene.(Hepburn 1919).
acridine

Use

of

packs~~$ also suggested and used to some

advantage and are even used to some extent,today
(Hepburn 1919, Caller and Volk 1940) but are falling
into disrepute as they have little effect on anaerobes.
During World War I French surgeons used soap and
reported good results, and since then soap has been
growing in popularity. Barnes and Clark in 1939 showed that unsaturated soaps, oleates and ricinoleates,
were most active in killing bacteria, sodium ricinaleate being most effective in this regard.

This effect

~as also reported by others (Kalmer 1934 and Bayliss
1936) who believe the effects to be due not to the
coagulation of proteins or lysis but to the fact that
.they produce disruption by lowering the surface tension.
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Larsen and Nelson in 1929 showed that soaps would in-

activate bacterial toxins.
It is believed that sodium soaps with a

PH

about 7.5 have the best results and least action on
the tissues.

This would follow from the results

quoted above since bacteriocidal action is not dependent upon pH as was once thought.
In addition to i t.s bacteriocidal effect and

its

inertness to tissues soap also is of value by virtue of
its detergent effect.
the attraction

This depends upon the fact that

of soap to dirt particles is greater

than that between dirt and tissues plus the emulsifying effect of soap on grease (Williams 1936). The
combination of bacteriocidal effect and cleansing
action makes soap the ideal agent.
In general the opinion at present seems to be
that thorough washing of the wounds with soap and
water, scrubbing with a soft brush if necessary, is
sufficient and that the application of an antiseptic i.s not only urmecessary but in most cases, harmful. Reid and Carter (1941), Sumner Koch (1943)
(1943), Mac Farlane (1943)

Trueta {1942) feel

that nothing else should be used as the results from
its use in civilian life and in the field have proven
its worth.
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The action of zinc peroxide in wounds has not
been considered above because, while its action is essentially anti-septic and it does prevent infection
by virtue of its chemical properties, it deserves
special mention since it is particularly
for use against anaere~ic organisms.

valuable

Although its

use is principally therapeutic, instillation of
zinc peroxide in wounds may help to prevent the
appearance of clinical gas-gangrene and other anaere6ic infections(Reed and Orr 1942, Sandusky 1942).
Its value here may be questioned in view of the fact
that it cannot penetrate the tissues to any great degree{Maes 1941, Mullally 1941), nor does it act upon
the spores of Clostridium welchii{Meleney 1939).
We previously mentioned the use of bacteriostatic agents. These are ag;ents which prevent the
growth and reproduction of bacteria and thus give
the body defenses a chance to destroy and eliminate
them. Sulfanilamide and its derivatives are the outstanding examplds of drugs with bacteriostatic effect.
Long and Bliss in 1940 and Fleming in 1940 presented experimental evidence to prove this effect but no
attempt will be made to discuss here the mode of
action

as this is not definitely proven nor is it
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essential to this paper.
Since the advent of the sulfa drugs the local
use of these drugs in wounds has been the subject of
much debate. its use to prevent infection by the
streptococci,

staphylococci and other aerabes has

been pretty much established and will not be re-.
viewed h~re. (Colebrook and F!ancis 1941) Fleming
1940, Long and Bliss 1940). ·rts'use with r~spect to
the prophylaxis of anaer,d>ic infections is not so
well established.
Stephenson and Ross in 1940 first used sulfonamides, sulfanilamide and sulfapy~idine, in experimental infections with Cl. welchii and Cl. septicum
in mice and found that they got the best results with
sulfa.pyridine and serum, but sulfa drugs alone were
also quite effective.

Henderson and Gcrer in May

of the same year (1940) showed that intradermal and
intra.peritoneal injections of sulfa.pyridine produced
a significant lowering in the mortality rate of animals experimentally infected.

Singer (1940) working

with mice demonstrated similar results.
These encouraging results with sulfa drugs
prompted the experimental work which followed. Bonin
and Fenner in 1941 performed .a series of well con-
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trolled experiments in which they produced experimental wounds, contaminated them with anaerabes and
then implanted sulfanilamide to determine the efficiency of these drugs in pr~venting infection. Their
method consisted in making an incision in the leg of
a gµinea pig, adding sterile garden soil,o.5 grams
of sulfanilamide and then closing the wound.

Twelve

(12) hours later they reoperated and removed all
damaged tissues and closed the wound after
planting 1 gram of sulfanilamide.

first im-

Their results

with Cl. welchii were reported as only good;

with Cl.

septicum they reported only prolongation of life; and
with Cl. aedarnatiens they had complete failure.
At about the same time that

Bonin and Fenner

were working, McIntosh and Selbie were using sulfanilamide,sulfapyridine, and sulfathiozole. They
found that when administered locally in very large
doses, sulfonamides prevented the deveJo pment of gasgangrene. They recommended sulfanilamide for all
anaer:ooic infections, especially Cl. welchii, and they
also

showed that there was perhaps

significa.~tly

greater value in the use of sulfapyridine in infections with Cl. septicum and Cl. oedamatiens.

~

general they f'ound that prophylactically, sulfa-
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pyridine was probably most effective.
Hawking about the same time reported on the use
of sulfonamides in the prevention 01' gas-ga..11.grene and
found that he could save a considerable proportion of
the animals used. He worked with Clostridiurn contaminated wounds containing traumatized muscle.

He too,

found little effect with Cl oadamatiens contaminated
·wou...11.ds.

In the wounds containing Cl. welchii sulfa-

nilamide was very effective but not so with those containing Cl. septicum. In contra.die tion to the preceding
reports he believed sulfathiozole to ba most effective
in all regards and better than sulfanilamide. He also
brought out the importance of early treatment, for when
treatment was immediate, there was 67% B.lrvival, when
delayed 2 hours, 26% survival, and when delayed as
long as 6 hours, none survived.
Shortly following the above publication Reed
and Orr presented the results of a very well controlled and scientifically acceptable group of experiments. In their method of producing the experimental
wounds they tried to simulate as much as possible
the conditions found in contaminated

WF.l'

wounds.

They first made an incision in the left leg of a
.guinea pig, on the lateral surface of the thigh and
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continued deep into the underlying muscles.

A bit of

muscle was cut away from its blood supply and then
dropped back into tho wound and then 0.1 gram of finely
ground sterile garden soil and o.5 cm of a diluted
culture of tne organisms was added. They also added o.8
mg. of calcium with the soil for they showed that when
that amount of calcium was not present they did not
have the regular production of gas-gangrene. This
is believed to be due to the fact that the spores
cannot germinate unless it is present and since this
factor was not taken into account by

Bonin a..~d Fenner,

perhaps their results may not be too reliable.
Into wounds thus prepared they added sulfanilamide, sulfapyridine, sulfamethyl-thiozole, and sulfathiozole. Using a method for analyzingithe amount of
these drugs in the muscles they showed that sulfathiozole remained in the muscles outside the wound
for a much longer period of time and in a higher
concentration than any of the others.

They produced

much higher concentration in these tissues by using
the drugs locally than they could by using safe doses
by mouth. They had, generally speaking, best results
with sulfathiozole as might be expected from the
.above results of the analysis of tissues. Sulfanil-
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amide was somewhat better in wounds containing Cl.
welchii only and nothing_had much effect on those
containing

Cl. oodamat1ens.

In view of the fact

that war wounds usually contain a mixture of organisms they suggested su~fathiozole as the best all
round drug for prophylactic use.

This work is in

agreement with the findings of Hawking previously
presented. It may here by added that Hawking later
(1941) used sulfaguanidine and sulfadiazene and found

the former to be inferior to sulfathiozole while
the latter was no better and perhaps, inferior to
it.
The latest work (1942) done by Sandusky and
Melany indicates that sulfa drugs have little effect
upon Olostridium aedamatiens, as has been found
by others quoted above.

They believe zinc peroxide

most effective against these organisms. In general
they concluded that sulfadiazene, sulfathiozole and
the sodium salts of these are most effective and
should be used in preference to sulfanilarnide.
F'rom this review of recent experimental work
on the use of sulfanilamide and its more recent
derivatives it is quite obvious that they have a
very definite effect in the prophylaxis of these
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infections by their bacteriostatic effects in wounds.
In addition to this Carpenter and Barbour in 1939
reported that sulfanilamide was shown to inactivate
Olostridium welchii toxins in vitro

and believed

that this might have some effect in the results obtained from its use in wounds and orally in infections. No similar work has been done with the more
recent derivatives and such work might show the same
effects for them, thus increasing the effectiveness of
these drugs.
When the results of these experiments first
stinula ted clinical application of these drugs into
wounds seen in practice some men reported delayed
healing and contended that they acted as a foreign
body (Bricker and Graham 1939). Recent experience has,
however, shown that this is not true. Many

workers,

but notably Key and Burford and Key and E'rankel,
found that when used in

compound fractures and

general traumatic wounds, good bacteriostatic activity was demonstrated and no delay in healing resulted.

They believed that there was perhaps some

increase in wound secretion when using sulfanilamide
but no such report has bean made regarding sulfathio.zole or sulfadiazene.
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The exact incidence of gas-gangrene in war
wounds during

the present conflict will await ana-

lysis of Army and Navy medical reports, but it would
appear from preliminary reports that it will be
lower than it was in World War I. This may be due to
the addition of sulfa drugs into the wound as ·soon
after injury as possible, either by the wounded man
himself or corpsmen.

It must here be stated that

these drugs are aimed at the prevention of all infections and not primarily at anaerobes, but they
thus serve a dual purpose. Indeed, if we are to believe Hara and Willets ( 1941) and Hare and Clark
( 1943) the anaerobes probably enter at the time of
injury and streptococci and staphylococci enter later.

In the final analysis, the clinical results
of' the prophylactic use of sulfa drugs will probably
never be clearly evaluated

for the scarcity of gas-

gangrene reported(MacFarlane 1942) cannot be attributed entirely to the use of sulfa drugs. The improvement in the treatment of wounds by early and thorough
debridement and immobilization have probably been
responsible to no small degree. However, in view
of the experimental results presented in the foregoing pages we must conclude that it has been instrumental to some extent.
-25-

a recent article by Hare and Clark(August 1943)
deserves special mention for they suggest a method
which will bear watching. They used a plastic, methyl
cellulose and found that when mixed with sulfathiozole
(3 parts sulfathiozole to 1 part powdered methyl cellulose) and put into a wound the methyl cellulose would
absorb 3 to 8 times its weight in serum to become a
gel freely permeable

to water. It prevents too rapid

absorption of sulfathiozole and produces thereby a long
continued high concentration of the drug in the surrounding muscles.

They showed that when sulfathiozole

was used alone it was present in effective concentration
for only 24 hours as shown by analysis of its concentration in surrounding muscles.

When it was used with

the gel it was present in a concentration of 2.1 mg%
in the surrounding muscle for a period of over 120
hours. Thus if debridement and other measures must wait
several days an effective concentration still remains
in and about the wound. It also has the added advantage
that when added to a wound and covered by a tight bandage it will exert pressure as it swells,

absorb the

wound secretions and prevent capillary bleeding and
venous hemorrhage. It is not absorbed and is easily
removed at time of debridement.
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It could be prepared

and packaged in shaker envelopes as the sulfanilamide
now given to soldiers in the field is dispensed. It
has only- been usedh in experimental wounds but may
prove valuable in the future.

In the foregoing we have shown how measures applied locally in the furm of antiseptics and bacteri.c,statics and acting directly o~ the organisms are used
in prophylaxis.

We must now consider those measures

which also are locally operative, but which attack the
organisms more indirectly by \either removing the
tissues contaminat~d

or invaded by them, or by render-

ing the local environmrjnt one in which the organisms
cannot grow

~~d

multiply. These two things are accom-

plished simultaneously by one procedure, debridement.
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DEBRIDElltl!NT

The technique of debridement was first used an.d
advocated by Desault who, with his pupil and co-worker
Larrey, described it as being merely an incision made
for draining or exploring the wound. This plus the concept introduced by Botallo in 1560 that the

11

po1s:oning"

of wounds was not due to the gunpowder but to foreign
matter introduced from the outside and from dead tissues
within the wound, laid the foundation for the procedure
now recognized as the most important step in the prophylaxis of all wound infections.
1812

11

According to

Larrey

Desault showed us for the first tiine that merely

to make a wound bleed does not suffice to change it
from the complicated to the simple a tate - that the
only means to this end is to trim the

bruised edges

with a cutting instrument" (Trueta 1941)
It was some time before these concepts, advocated
as they were by men primarily associated with military surgery, were accepted by all for the treatment
of traumatic wounds.

About the time it became firmly

established as a method of preventing infection and
hastening wound healing, Pasteur introduced the germ
theory and, shortly afterwards, Lister introduced
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·antiseptics.The idea soon became prevalent that the
introduction of a germicide such as carbolic acid, into
the wound was all that was necessary and that the
laborious surgical procedures could be dispensed with
or done less meticulously.

In view of the fact that

the germ theory was just being accepted and that the
addition of germicides to the wound would destroy
these organisms, we can perhaps understand, if not
condone, this attitude on the part of the surgeons
of that day.

In recent years with the advent of the

"miracle powders 11 , sulfanilamide and 1 ts derivatives,
the development of laxity on the part of some men in
the carrying out of the incision and excision of
wounds has been noted and is the subject of frequent
comment in the literature.

Repeatedly writers, in

mentioning the use of the sulfanamides, locally or
orally, emphasize that they serve only as

an adjunct

to therapy and proplylaxis and in no way or degree
minimize the importance of thorough debridement.
This reilects to a certain extent the tendency which
first appeared with the use of these drugs and which
we recognize as being quite similar to that accompanying the advent of the antiseptic era.
At just about the turn of the century P.L. Fred-
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rich, a German surgeon, published the results of some
of his experiments which showed quite conclusively
that the excision of dead and dying tissue and bone was
of primary importance in the prevention of infection
and early treatment of wounds, and that the mere addition of an antiseptic would not su.f'fice.(Trueta)
This merely provided scientific proof of the ideas
of Botallo but these findings found little support
among surgeons in general. In fact at the b·eginning
of World war I the practice of debridement was unknown
to many surgeons and this is believed to have accounted
for the high incidence of infection, especially of gasgangrene, among the Allies in the early days of that
war (We.rthen)
In 1915 Milligan and others published the results of wounds treated by the excision of' dead and
dying tissues and once again its importance,stressed
by Bo. tallo in the 16th oen tury and again by Des aul t
and Larrey in the 18th century,
recognition.

began to receive full

'ihe good results which followed this

practice, except in those wounds optimistically and
unfortu.-riately primarily close~, (Gray 1915)

estab-

lished the technique and forced its acceptance by all
surgeons so that it r.i_as ,;now become recognized as the
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primary and all important procedure in the treatment of
wounds in military and civilian life regardless of what
other measures are used in conjunction with it.
As we have stated before,debridement constitutes
successful prophylaxis for all infections but this is
especially true in the prophylaxis of anaerobic wound
infection. 4llaerQbes, and especially the organisms
causing gas-gangrene, cannot long survive in viable
tissue having a good blood supply for the oxygen
tension is too high for the development of these bacteria. This has been proven time after time by the
injection of washed, toxin free organisms into the
muscles

of animals. If the injection is made without

trauma no infection results. When however they followed
the injection by bruising the muscle and causing some
degree of tissue damage and impairmm.nt of local circulation, infection invariably resulted. The interval
between injection and .bruising varied and in some instances was quite prolonged(Vincent and Stodel 1917).
In the production of experimental wounds for study
it was found that some damaged tissue must be present
~nd v.hen it was desired to produce infection in clearly
incised wounds a small piece of muscle was cut off and
then placed back into the wound thus providing the non-
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viable tissue.(Reed, Orr et al 1941). In other cases
it was found necessary to traumatize and thus interfere with the blood supply to produce infedtion when
toxin free bacteria were used.(Bonin and Fenner 1941)
It y1t!3-S1 also noted that 1M1.en bacteria

plus a sub-

lethal dose of toxin was used infection always resulted but without toxin and trauma no reaction resulted
even with large amounts of bacteria.

It ,was_. thus

assumed that tissue damage caused by the toxin gave
the bacteria a fertile field • {DeKruif and Bollman
1917).

In view of' these facts the importance of the

removal of dead tissues and tissues{especially muscle)
not having sufficient blood supply, both of which decrease the local resistance and therefore predispose
to infection, becomes immediately apparent.
The queation of the presence of organisms in
the wound, as we have pointed out before, cannot be
answered at the battlefront nor does one take the
time to determine whether or not they are present in
wounds treated in civilian lif'e. The only safe procedure is to treat all wounds as if they were contaminated and while it might appear from what has
previously been said that the use of soap and thor'OUgh washing

of the wound would serve to remove
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these organisms it must be remembered that in the discussion 01' the bacilli causing gas-gangrene the socalled invasive or spreadi~g factor of Duran-rieynolds
(Mcclean 1936) was mentioned and that this enables
bacteria and their toxins, especially those of Cl.
welchii, to invade tissues adjacent to the wound.
Therefore, the removal of the tissues contaminated is
the only sure method of pr>eventing infection. This 1s
accomplished simultaneous. with the removal of the dead
and anQxernie tissues which produce the optimum media
1'or the development of g:1s-gangrene.
A thorough description of the technique of

debridement will not be attempted here, but merely
a summary of the basic principles.

The care of the

patient with regard to the use of morphine, plasma,
and, in severe cases, oxygen to resuscitate patients
in shock must of course, precede any treatment of the
wound,

Fractures must be put into traction and severe

hemorrhage stopped by the use of a tourniquet and its
results alleviated by the use of whole blood transfusions.
In the preparation of the wound we have discussed the matter of the application of antiseptics
to the wound and found it

inadviseable.
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In view of

the previous discussions only soap and water is necessary or to be recommended.

Reid and Carter, and

Sumner Koch recommend that in civilian wounds seen
early even the addition of soap may not be necessary,
mere irrigation with saline being sufficient. In war
wounds, however., the nature of the wound, and the
extent and duration of the contamination is usually
such that the addition of soap to remove grease and
dirt is probably

desirable(Trueta, iV1acli arlane.,Mull1

ally) •
As outlined by Reid and carter., and Koch., in
wounds seen early (1-2 hrs) a sterile pack is placed
into the wound and the skin around it prepared by the
removal of all grease with ether or

benzene, being

careful that none is allowed to get into the wound.
The skin is then painted and draped and the wound
scrubbed with soap and water. All foreign material
is removed

and it is washed thoroughly with a brush

if necessary, being careful to clean into all the
recesses of the wound removing. all hematomas and dirt.
The wound is then packed open with sulfa drugs. If
any tissues must be excised the wound is redraped and
gloves and instruments, are changed and the excision
.carried out.
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In wounds seen late the excision must be more ex-·
tensive. The incision into the skin varies with the area,
for in heavily muscled areas it should be extensive
enough to give access to all parts of the deeper tissues.
This is a problem varying with the wound and must be determined by the judgment of the surgeon. Suffice it to
say that all devitalized skin from about the wound site
should be removed.

Trueta suggests 3 to 4 mm. from the

edge is sufficient and Koch states that skin that is
white

or grayish white or purple and that does not

bleed when cut

or change in color when a warm pack

is applied should be removed. He points out, at the
same time, that

11

sk1n should not be sacrificed need-

lessly, for of all tissues it is the most viable and
most necessary."
Further progress in debridement invades the deep
fasc;.:=i and here only a small area, approximately 3 or 4
mm., from the edge

need be excised as fascia, like skin,

is quite resistant to infection. Fascia, like skin,

must be incised longitudinally at either end for a
distance approximately the length of the wound to allow
for free access and visualization of the deeper areas.
'11rueta 1912).

In excising muscles the surgeon meets his great-
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est test and though we cannot describe this in too
much detail it will suffice to say that the anatomical
area and the amount of destruction and wasospasm must
determine the extent of the excision. Muscle that is
gray or reddish gray and which fails to

retract when

cut or contract when pinched must be r~moved if the
procedure is to meet the aims intended. ,Koch, Reid
and Carter, Trueta, MacFarlane, Maes. and many others
all emphasize that excision should be started proximally and be carried

distally in order that no dead

or anoxemic tissue be overlooked as might occur if
one proceeds the other way. In some cases the whole
muscle may have to

be excised, e.g. as in the sartor- ·

ius, mentioned in a previous example, when muscle or
blood supply is severed high up near the origin of the
muscle.

The thorough removal of those tissues which

are devitalized or likely to

become so due to de-

creased blood supply, is the most important factor
in the prophylaxis of g:is-gangrene and this point cannot be stressed too much.
When bone 1s involved the wound should be opened enough so that the area can be easily visualized. Bone splinters which have been separated from
periosteum or muscle and thus from their blood supply,
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must be removed because it will only become necrotic
and add to decreased local resistance and increased
susceptibility to infection.

All other bone should

be retained because bone is quite resistant and removal of too much may result in

non-union or union

with deformity (Koch, Wilson).
Following excision the wound should be thoroughly irrigated and in view of the results of the work
with the local application of sulfa drugs as previously discussed,

sulfathiozole or sulfadiazene should

be sprinkled into th~ wound and a pressure dressing
or a plaster cast applied.(Koch, Trueta). Before
dressing, the wound may be packed with vaseline gauze
or plain gauze with fine mesh gauze on the surface
to prevent invasion of the meshes by granulation,
{Koch, 1943, Trueta 1943) and the wound left open.
The pressure dressing is important in that it prevents edema,

obliterates dead spores and thus pre-

vents the accumulation of serum and wound secretions
which also predispose to infection.{Pritkin 1943).
The above discussion of debridement is admittedly

far from complete but it does point out the

fundamental and basic principles which must be kept
in mind. One point which should be mentioned and one
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which Wilson,

Mac:B'arlane, Reid and Carter, Trueta

and, especially, Koch have emphasized is the masking
of parsonnel. This is of course particularly important
in the prevention of' infection with streptococci and
staphylococci as shown by

Hare and Willets (1941),

but since these infections predispose to gas-gangrene
they are indirectly important.
It will be noted that the wound was not closed,
but packed and left open.

The question of primary

closure is at present a controversial one, many
workers feeling that wounds seen early, 2-4 hrs, and
properly cleaned up by washing with soap, irrigating
with saline and thoroughly

debrided, may be closed

prin,arily if too much tissue destruction does not
make it surgically inadvisable .(Koch, Mason, allen).
This question arose in World War I and when surgeons
began to show such good results from debridement,
primary closure was advocated. The result was an increase in gas-gangrene and other infections. French
surgeons began to use the technique which they termed
delayed primary closure. As described by Hepburn in
1919 it consisted of a thorough

cleansing in and

about the wound, wide debridement, culture of the
wound, flooding with Dakin 1 s solution and then packing
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with flavine gauze.

The patient was then returned to

the rear and within 24-48 hours the flora of the
wound was known and if no streptococci were found
and not over 5 colonies on the plate, it was closed.
The adoption of this procedure was accompanied by
lowered incidence of infection. Coller and Valk (1940)
have recently suggested the use of a flavine pack under
tension sutures in contaminated operative woun~with
removal in 24 hours and delayed primary closm.re. This
is not practicable in

war areas and has not been used.

In the early days of this war surgeons, encouraged by the results of sulfonamide implantation, resorted
to primary closure with much the same result as noted
in World War I. iYiacFarlane reports that the only

3

cases of gas-gangrene which he saw in 11 months of
service with the Canadian medical forces followed debride,uent and primary closure. He reports that the
British experience in all theaters of the war has
prompted the h:Lgh command to issue an order .that "no
wounds are to be primarily closed except those into
skull, thorax, joints or abdomen and no buried catgut
is to be used after excision of wounds into muscled
areas."

This is the generally accepted attitude in

the .American forces at present.
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To this point we h~ve considered the application
of prophylactic measures acting locally in and about
\

the wound.
generally.

We must now consider agents which act more
In this regard one naturally thinks first

of antiserum.

In March, 1915, Weinberg and Sequin

(Trueta 1943) first

prepared anti-gas-gamgrene serum

and it was used during World War I and has continued
in use to the present. time.

How successful serum 1s,

is difficult to determine for only in experimental work
can we find the results from serum alone, as only
in those cases ao we have the use of serum without
also the use of debridement and other measures.
Hawking in 1941 used serum specific for Clostridium welchii, septicum and oedamatiens with good results in experimental wounds and believed it better
than sulfa drugs.

He found that a commercial poly-

valent serum protected against all strains but Cl.
septicum and that in these cases sulfathiozole was
somewhat more effective.

Gordon and McLeod in 1941

in a series of very good experiments compared the
relative value of antiserum and sulfanilamide.

They

concluded that antiserum was superior to sulfa drugs
prophylactica.lly but perhaps not therapeutically •
. They believed sulfa drugs wePe only more effective in
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those cases wbere there was a mixed infection with
aerobes susceptible to them.

Another point of in-

terest which they noted was that serum proved more
effective prophylactically when injected locally
around the wound. These results were in agreement
with the conclusions of other workers. (Stephenson
and Ross, 1940, Henderson and Gorer 1940, and Singer
1940). In general it may be said that serum alone
is more effective prophylactically than sulfa ~rugs
locally but that there appears to be a

synergistic

action which affords better results when the two are
used together than with either one alone.
Warthen reported a series of 71 cases treated in
civilians from 1931 to 1941 and stated that there
was little if any change in the picture or in the
mortalir-y figures when perfringens antitoxin was used
prophylactically.

~ven the use of 5 to 15 times the

prophylactic dose seemed

t◊

have little effect, and,

in fact, the mortality rate was slightly higher with
large doses.

In a series of 35 cases when only the

usual does was used there was a mortality rate of
26,3% as compared with the 36 cases in which large
doses were used and a mortality of 29.4% was reported.
In view of what we have seen it would appear
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that antiserum, while its value is not definitely determined, is, nevertheless, effective to a degree
and should be used in those cases with extensive
muscular damage and in which gas-gangrene should be
anticipated, if not used routinely.(Trueta, 1943,
Shepherd 1941).

Shepherd in 1941 stated that air-

raid casualties in Britain who had suffered injuries
and destruction of muscle

were routinely given 8600

units of antitoxin. Warthen suggests 10,000 units be
given.
Recently, Stewart, in 1942, first reported the
use of Cl. welchii toxoid in the production of active
imrmnity.

She found she could produce protection in

guinea pigs using toxoid and make them

able to with-

stand lethal doses. Penfield, et al, shortly afterward
during the same yoar, used both

tetnus and Cl welch11

toxoid to produce immunity in 12 human volunteers.
They showed a marked rise in the titer of antiserum
in these people and as a result suggested the use of
a combination

tetnus-welchii toxoid by the Army.

'I'hey suggested that it be given as tetnus toxoid
is now given, l cc. at intervals of 4 week for 2 doses.
Stewart in May 1943 showed that the use of a mixture
-of the two produced an even greater res!J!l,nse than when
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each was used alone.

In view of the good results ob-

tained in preventing tetnus in this war (Long 1943),
perhaps a combination of the two would have the same
result in the prevention of gas-gangrene. Whether or
not this will be adopted by the Army remains to be
seen and if so its results will be watched with interest.
The problem of sulfa drugs given orally and thus
acting generally rather than locally must be mentioned
here. As was stated before the high concentration in
the wound and in the tissues surrounding the wound resulting from the local use of these drugs cannot be
equalled by oral administration for the doses would be
too high and likelihood of toxic reaction

too great

( Orr 1941, Hare and Clark 1943) • Given in conjunction
I'
with local application,,it may have some value in decreasing absorption from tht:; wound and thus helping to
maintain the local concentration over a longer period
of time, and,

indeed, is recormnended by Warthen with

this in mind.
In 1928 Kelly first used x-rays in the treatment of
gas~gangrene and later in 1936 suggested that the prophylactic use of x-ray might be useful in the prophyla.ais
of infection. In a recant article in 1941 Kelly surveyed
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the results of 12 years of

use of x-rays and though

he deals principally with therapy of the infection
he also points out some encouraging results in the use
of small doses (75 "r" from 1 or 2 ports)

once a day

for first 2 or 3 days as a prophylactic measure. This
cannot be done routinely in war wounds but might prove
helpful in thosa wounds seen

late and in which gas-

gangrene should be expected.

Its efficacy is diffi-

cult to evaluate and further work in this regard. must
be done before any conclusive statements can be made.
Keating and Davis, 1940 1 while not quoting any reliable
statistics are firmly convinced it is of value and
recommended it as routine. Warthen, while not too
convinced of its value, recommends it post-operatively
and for one or two days aftarward.

Perhaps more

general adoption of this measure will give a clearer
view of the value of this procedure in prophylaxis.
Before summarizing the prophylaxis of wound
infection with gas-gangrene it is necessary to say
something about the Orr-Trueta treatment by closed
plaster dressing which is being used so extensively.
It is primarily intended to prevent inf0ction and speed
healing in wounds and is not directly aimed at anaerobic infection or gas-gangrene but is applicable to
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these cases as it is in other infectio~s. The technique is called by Trueta the biological method of treatment because, as he states it, 1 t is "merely aiding
nature to heal the wound by assisting nature in removing the obstacles to healing."
first expressed by

This principle was

Hippocrates and then forgotten and

resurrected many times over in the interim since his
day.
During world war I, H. Winnett Orr observed that
those wounds enclosed in plaster and left undisturbed
did much better than those repeatedly dressed.
the days since 1918

During

he also advocated and demonstrated

the efficacy of this method of treatment in cases of
os teomyeli tis • ( Orr 1928)

•
1

In 1934 True ta first began

to advocate the closed method of treatment and in 1936
at the outbreak of the Spanish Revolution he reemphasized its importance. Sarly experience with it gave such
encouraging results that it was generally

adopted by

the Spanish rtepublican Army. Lowered wound morbidity
and marked decre(il.se in h\jaling time was

demonstratad

and much the same result attended its use in the early
days of the war by the British Medical Corps.
After thorough debridement, as discussed previously,

the wound is powdered with sulfa drugs,
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packed with Vaseline gauze or fine mesh gauze, and encased in an unpadded plaster cast.

This gives a press-

ure effect and prevents edema plus immobilizing the
wounded area and extremity involved.
tion

The immobiliza-

gives the tissuas rest which according to Hippo-

crates, Ollier and Orr is essenti~l to early healing.
Trueta also believes that in addition to rest the immobilization of the muscles prevents the spread of infection. He presents experimental evidence to show that
toxins and bacteria are probably

absorbed thru the

lymphatics rather than thru capillaries as was formerly
believed.

Working in conjunction with Barnes he injected

viper venom and toxins of diphtheria and tetnus into the
muscles of the hind leg of a cat and then immobilized
it in plaster. These animals were not affected whereas
control animals similarly injected but not immobilized,
were dead within 24 to 48 hours.

In view of these facts

he believes that immobilization in itself porhaps contributes considerably to the prevention and spread of
infection.

This value of immobilization may be quest-

ioned son~what in view of recent carefully controlled
experiments by Reed and Orr(l942). They worked with experimental wounds and found that simple immobilization
alone had little effect in reducing mortality, but
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perhaps prolonged the period before death.

Chemotherapy

and immobilization resulted in lowering mortality to 40fe
but chemotherapy alone gave best results.

In view, however, of the good results reported
by Trueta and of the enthusiastic support which this
method has received from British and An!,1can surgeons
such as Mont. Reid, Carter, Wilson, lvlacFarlane, Maes
and ruullally, men whose opinions are highly valued the
method must be given some consideration.
One other factor which

'11rueta

believes is

operative

in the closed treatment, is the fact that the infrequent change of dressings does not disturb the granulatior.swhich have been proven to be protective if left
undisturbed.

He quotes work by Afanassieff in which

it was found that a granulating wound contaminated by
anthrax will show no signs of absorption even if left
for four or five days but that a mere change of dressing causes a toxic effect. In the light of such work
Trueta believes the plaster-of-Paris dressing is advantageous.
J:i'or the sake of completeness we must here also
point out the treatment of arterial spasm, mentioned
previously among the factors contributing to decreased
local resistance. Truets suggests sympathectomy while
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Warthen advises novocaine injection.

A long discus-

sion of this complicationj is beyond the scope of this
paper.
At the outset of this paper it was

stated that

gas-gangrene could be prevented by the application of
certain basic principles applicable in the prevention
of any infection.

In surmnary of the various suggested

measures of prophylaxis the following

regimen of care

may be outlined.
Immediately upon injury in the field sulfa drugs
should be applied from the shaker package and two
grams taken orally. A steril~ pressure dressing should
be applied and morphine given to ease pain and shock.
If a fracture has been incurred a splint is immediately applied and traction established.

Treatment must

be as early as possible and shock and hemorrhage allayed before operation. The wou.~d is thenlttended by being
thoroughly washed with soap and water and then all
dead and anoxemic tissues excised.

All clothing

and foreign bodies should be removed, all recesses

of the wound should be explored and hematomas removed.
The wound should never be closed but should be sprinkled
with 10-15 grams of sulfathiozole or sulfadiazene or
their sodium salts.
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In the use of antitoxin prophylactically Warthen
recommends the use of 1,000 to 2,000 units.

In a re-

cent German article Guleke recommends 40 to 60 cc of
antiserum, the number of units of antiserum per cubic
centimeter was, however, not mentioned but is probably
equal to 100 international units per cubic centimeter.
Weinberg in 1939 recormnended 20 cc

of q uinqueval,jnt

serum (2,000 units) as a prophylactic dose and in Great
Britain they now use a
Cl. welchii

polyvalent serum containing:

3.,000 I.U., Cl septicum 1,500

oedamatiens 1,000

r.u.

r.u.

and Cl.

(Trueta 1943) intravenously or

intramuscularly.
If the operator desires he may give multiple
local injections about the wound as suggested by
Gordon and McLeod. If fracture is present the extremity is immobilized and if the Orr-Trueta treatment is to be used it is immobilized regardless.
Otherwise the wound is packed with vaseline gauze or
fine mesh gauze, a pressure dressing applied and
the

wounded extremity so positioned that circulation

is not compromised.

If arterial spasm is present

novocaine injection or periarterial sympathectomy must
be done.
The procedure outlined above, done properly and
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with the basic facts in mind will prevent gas-gangrene
and also other infection in wounds seen early within
6-8 hours. In wounds seen later than this time, depending upon whether or not sulfa drugs have been used and
upon the nature of the wound, we must adopt an expectant attitude.

The same regimen of treatment is appli-

cable but excision mu.st be more extensive and the use
of the closed method of Orr-Trueta 1s not advisable in
all cases •

.An

entirely expectant attitude should be

adopted and perhaps in these v\Ounds irrigation with
zinc peroxide following

debridement may be helpful.

Here, too, x-rays used prophylactically according to
the technique outlined by Kelly, may have some value.
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THERAPY

Up to this point we have discussed the prophyluis .of gas-gangrene. We must now undertake the discussion of therapy of established infection because
regardless of how well or how thoroughly prophylactic
measures are applied some wounds will develop the infection. This will most often be seen in wounds treated late and many times the infection will already be
established due to the fact that the wounds are not
seen early enough or it may not lend itself to excision. In some cases the general condition of the
patient may preclude extensive debridement or the
multiplicity of 1NOunds make it impossible.
Before discussing therapy some attention mu.st
be paid to the pathology of gas-gangrene but this
must be limited as a detailed description is beyond
the scope of this paper.
The infection may be a localized and spreading
under the tissues as in scalp or abdomen (gaseous
phlegmoa) or it may attack a muscle, group of muscles
or a massive infection invading a whole segment of
a limb.(Pritkin). There is a brownish discharge composed of broken down clots which is foul smelling
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and gives off gas. This is soon followed by a serous
infiltration throughout the intermuscular septa and
connective tissue with the accumulation of fluid and
swelling resulting in the appearance of a purplish
ring about the wound. Muscle is invaded and digested
by enzymes elaborated by the bacteria and it becomes
black, friable, and loses
Boyd).

contract1bil1ty. (Pritkin,

Gas forms first as bubbles between muscle fibers

and later enters the areolar tissues. This gas is
visualized on x-ray and the use of x-ray plates to
dis.nose

early gas-gangrene is recommended by Baily,

Warthen and Kelly although Trueta believes it may
often be mis leading a.s interstitial .9i.r 0ntering at
time of' operation or injury may give the same picture.
Muscle and bone become necrotic and form a putrid
mass within the wound, which often tends to close
on the surface leaving the necrotic mass within.
(Pritkin).

The infection then invades the blood

stream and bacteremia is added to the already present
toxemia and secondary foci may appear at points where
there has been slight trauma as in a bruise, site of
hypodermic injection or at points of prolonged
pressure as in hips or buttocks.(Pritkin, Boyd, Chris_topher).
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Clinically the appearance of the wound, the foul
smelling, brownish discharge and the purple area with
increased swelling and pain in the extremity or wound
site give evidence of beginning gas-gangrene. Temperature rise and marked tachycardia and crepitation
in the area are diagnostic.

These findings plus a

roentgencgr4ushowing gas in the

areolar areas and

between fascial sheaths will make diagnosis certain.
(Christopher, Pritkin).
The immediate instiru.tion of therapeutic
measures is imperative and is the only hope of saving
the patient. As in all other such conditions the earlier these are applied the better the prognosis. The
method of treatment is variable and will be discussed
from the standpoint of surgery, serum, chemo-therapy
and roentgen-ray therapy.
During world War I the treatment6f

established

gas-gangrene was immediate radical excision of all involved tissues and often amputation with the simultaneous use of serum in the later years. The report
of the Surgeon General's office following the last
war showed 674 deaths out of 1,389 cases, a mortality
rate of 48.5%. Even in the years following the war
results were no better and were statistically worse
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for in 1932 Millar published a comprehensive review of
607 cases collected from civil life with a mortality
rate of 49.7~. These figures represent only mortalities
but it must be remembered that many who recovered had
lost arms or legs or had undergone extensive debridement and were handicapped for life,for surgery

in

these cases removes muscles or muscle groups and is
usually quite radical.
Surgical treatment is radical but must be so
necessarily if it is to be of any value. The first step
is enlargement of the wound in such a way that there
is free access to

every recess.

This is best done by

a longitudinal incision thru skin and fascia until
muscle is reached. {Pritkin 1942, Maes 1942, Mullally
1941). The involved muscle should be cut away until
healthy tissue met, the wound tract followed thru from
layer to layer.

All friable and discolored muscle

must be cut away and it may often be necessary to
resect a whole muscle belly before one can be sure
all involved tissue is removed.{Mullally, Trueta,
Pritkin, Warthen)

Mullally suggests that even in cases

of advanced spreading gangrene one must not be too
anxious to amputate unless satisfied that the involved muscle cannot be reseated. Maes however believes
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that amputation offers the best choice in severe cases
except in injuries to the upper extremity.
·Afonso in 1940 presented a technique which he
had used with great succ~ss.

This consisted in ex-

cision with cautery. As he describes it he first removed blood clots and obviously dead tissue and then
cauterizes neighboring healthy tissues with a sharp
pointed cautery, encircling the area with a line of
superficial ignipunctures l cm. apart and 3 cm. outside
the necrotic area.

This is followed by incision ot

necrotic tissue in several places by the inse~tion
of the cautery and then moving it back and forth. No
necrotic tissue should escape the cautery. This should
be followed by antiserum given I.V. and within 2 days
after cautery most of the necrotic tissue will be
dry and easily removed with a scissors and the underlying tissues soon become well granulated and can
be grafted.
These methods although appearing radical are
only so in the same degree as the infection is serious.
When a rapidly spreading infection is encountered
amputation is the only hope. (coieman and Bennett,
1939).

Warthen reported a mortality rate of only

18~2% as compared with 28.5%
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with debridement only.

Amputation is usually of the guillotine type used so
extensively in World War I and being used a great deal
in this War (Atkins 1943). Mullally, on the other
hand, uses skin flaps which are left open. Mullally
brings up a point of interest and states

when in doing

an amputation, muscle bellies are severed and found to
be involved, one should not change the original plan
but should continue as before and then

split the stump

and resect the involved muscles. These wounds

are never

closed but are left open to allow for drainage.
In discussing the use of serum here, as elsewhere,
it is rather difficult to evaluate the results from
serurn therapy alone because it ~as usually been used
in conjunction with surgical or other therapeutic
measures.

In Millar•s analysis serum therapy plus sur-

gery gave not too impressive results, with a mortality of 49.7~. Warthen in his review was rather skeptical of the value of serum and Goleman and Bennett, while
granting that serotherapy was of some value,

were

doubtful that it met all contingencies. Mullally does
not feel that serum has proven its effectiveness nor
does Maes emphasize its use in therapy. In ~eneral

the use of serum, does not appear to be too effective
and most clinicians recommend its use, yet question
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the extent of its value.

Perhaps the failure of some

to use trivalent and quinquevalent serums may account
for these apparent poor results for Trueta reports
work by Weinberg who used tri-valent and quinquevalent
serum intr<a-venously and reported a 83;b mortality rate
which is admittedly not too impressive but is much
better than others have achieved.
Recent 11 tera. ture on th.e use of serum in experimental wound has been somewhat colored by the simultaneous use of sulfa drugs.

Some workers have found

it very effective in experimental wounds,(Hawking
1941, Gordon and McLeod 1941) and much superior to
sulfa drugs.

Other workers (Stephens and Ross 1940,

Henderson and Gorer 1940, Singer 1940 and Reed and Orr
1941)

found it somewhat more effective than sulfa

drugs alone;they also showed that _when both were used
together the results were better

than with either

one alone.
AfOnso in 1940 and Guleke 1940, both recommend
the use of' polyvalent serwn intravenously when infection is established. Afonso suggests the use of
80-100 c.c. anti gas-gangrene serum in 1,000 c.c.
saline to be given to the patient following

desensi-

tization. It should be given over a period of l½ hours
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and never any f' aster. The Medical Research Council of
Great Britain in 1940 recommended that patients be given
300 units Cl. welchii, 1,500 units of Cl. septicum, and
1 1 000 units Cl. oedamatiens as a therapeutic measure in
established infection.

In view of these facts one

can say that while the exact value of serotherapy 1s not
known it is of value and should be used, and quinquevalent serum given intravenously.

Mullally does not

f0·e1 that serum has proven its effectiveness nor does

Maes emphasize its use in therapy.

Recent literature

on the use of serum with experimental wounds has been
somewhat colored by the simultaneous use of sulfa drugs.
Some workers have found it very effective in experimental wounds (Hawking 1941, Gordon and McLeod 1941)
and much superior to sulfa drugs but while other workers
(Stephens and Ross 1940, Henderson and Gorer 1940,
Singer 1940

and Reed and Orr 1941) found it more

effective than sulfa drugs alone, they nevertheless
showed that when both were given together the results
were better than either one alone. Afonso 1940)

and

Guleke (1940) both recommend the use of polyvalent
serum intravenously when infection is established

and

the Medical Research Council of Great Britain in 1941
recommended that patients be given 300 units Cl welchii
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· antiserum, 1,500 units Cl. septicum antiserum and 1 1 000
units Cl. oedamatiens antiserum as therapeutic m0asu.re
in established infection.
can say that while the

In view of these facts one

exact value of' aero-therapy

is not known it is of value and should be used.
Chemotherapy in gas-gangrene is also rather an
unsettled problem. The results of its use in experimental infections has been encouraging and Reed and

Orr, Sandusky and Meleny, McIntosh and S:elbie, and
Caldwell all report

good results, and as was pointed

out before their results showed rruch better action
when given in conjunction with serotherapy. Mullally
believes that sulfa drugs have not,proven themselves,
and Maes believes that clinically it may only be of
1·,

value . in combating the other infections which are
symbiotic with gas-gangrene and thus be indirectly
of

aid in the therapy of the infection. Warthen 1 s

results were only slightly encouraging and in the
analysis of cases in which sulfa drugs

were used,

mortality is not significantly lowered. Atkins
reported that guillotine amputations and muscle
excision was not abrogated by chemotherapy. The
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reports which may be forthcoming within the near future
may enlighten us on this subject because sulfa drugs
are being used extensively by the American forces to
combat such infections.
that the results of

At present we can only say

experimental work suggest the

clinical application of these agents to such infections,
and Warthen advises their use in established infection.
Of the other chemotherapeutic agents which have
been suggested only zinc peroxide at present seems to
have much value.
and meleny who

First introduced in 1939 by Johnson
showed that it was

effective against

streptococci, aerobic and anaerobic and micro-aerophilic,
pneumococci anti anaerobic-spore forming bacilli. Spores
were shown to be more or less resistant. It was believed
that it was effective because it produced elevated
oxygen tension which the bacteria could not tolerate.
In vitro experiments also demonstrated its ability
to remove fibrolysin and

inactivate hemolysin. In

1941 Caldwell showed that the use of zinc peroxide
in the wounds following debridement and irrigation
was of some value but that alone it was not effective.
Later in 1942 Sandusky and Meleny reviewed the literature and concluded that zinc peroxide was of some
value but

it was only questionable. In a series of
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experimental int'ections they found that it was
not too eff'ective except in cases of Cl. oedamatiens.

In the opinion of Maes it has little value except in
irrigation of the wound following debridement and
even then is not too effective.

,

(" 'I
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In approaching the problem of the roentgen ray

therapy of gas-gangrene one does so with a certain
amount of trepidation because it is at present a
very controversial one. J. F. Kelly of Omaha, Nebraska, first used x-ray in the treatment of gasgangrene in 1928 and first reported its use in 1933
at which time he presented the results of x-ray
therapy in six casea of gas-gangrene. At that time he
reported a mortality rate of 25% which, compared with
the report by Millar of a mortality rate of 49.7% in
607 cases, was a significant improvement.
Faust in 1934 reported similar encouraging results in treating gas-gangrene by x-ray. Of five cases
treated he had five recoveries, a 100% recovery rate.
H.e stated that he belie-wed the result to be due to
the liberation or formation of hydrogen peroxide by
the passage of the x-ray thru the tissues.
In 1938 Kelly and Dowell had collected 132
cases

treated by x-ray with an overall mortality

rate of only 11.3%. They were very enthusiastic about
the results which could be obtained with x-ray and
.maintained that

11

only the very grave cases will die
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in spite of x-ray irradiation." They were, strongly
S' /: ,,,

opposed to amputation and debridiment and·that extensive muscle resection was unnecessary and even
harmful.

In the same report they state that of 17

cases treated by

11

theraputic amputation" there was

a mortality rate of 11.7% whereas in 72 other cases
treated by x-ray only,they had a mortality rate of
only 4%.
In view of the high mortality rate being re-

ported by others at that time this was truly startling and, while many remained rather skeptical, the
technique was, however, used by some.

Their results

were not as good as those reported by Kelly and
Dowell.

Coleman and Bennett in 1939 reported com-

plete failure in the use of x-ray therapy as compared
with other forms of treatment,of 14 patients receiving it only 4 patients survived and these only when
amputation and wide excision were used.

This would

tend to contradict Kelly's statement that amputation
and debridiment are without benefit and Kelly later
defends his position(l94J.J by stating that these
patients recovered in spite of amputation and not
because of it.
In 1941 Caldwell and Cox reviewed the literature.
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and strongly criticized Kelly's articles on the
grounds that the infections were not all. proven bacteriologically and also that surgical and medical
treatment given coincidently was "carefully not mentioned. 11 They also state that no mention was made of
the duration of the infection, level and extent of involvement, severity of toxemia, and. shock at time of amputation. In view of the conflicting literature these
men produced experimental wound infections with Cl.
welchi1 and treated them with x-ray, x-ray and debridement and x-ray and incision.

From their results they

concluded that roentgen-ray therapy showed only slight
prophylactic and therapeutic effect and that debridement and

early incision cannot be neglected.

Williams and Hartzell in 1939 reported 12 cases
of trauma tic gas- gangrene treated with x -ray and only
one death. They were very enthusiastic about its use.

In 1941 Kelly at the request of the National
Research Council reviewed all cases reported in the
literature and reported that of a total of 364 cases
there was a mortality rate of 11.5%. Of these cases
93 in which diagnosis was made only on a clinical
basis there was a mortality rate of 17.2% and of 41
in which the clinical diagnosis was substantiated
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by a roentgenogram showing gas only 7 deaths occurred
or 17.3% mortality.

In 207 cases in which there was

a positive laboratory diagnosis the mortality rate
was 8.6%. He also analyzed results f'rom the numbers
of treatments and of 364 cases receiving one treatment then was 11.5%

mortality; in 288 cases re-

ceiving 3 or more treatments 5.9% mortality and in 42
cases with 3 or more treatments and no serum or amputations he reported 4.7% mortality. This critical
analysis of 364 patients treated by over twenty different men, all using the technique as outlined by
Kelly and with, as pointed out before, a mortality
rate of only 11.5% cannot be ignored, especially when
compared with Millar•s report, presented only nine
years previously, in which mortality was 49.7%.These
clinical results generally are not in agreement with
the work in experimental infections (Sewell et al
1942, Sandusky

&

Meleny 1942), but perhaps the action

in dogs, guinea pigs and other animals used is not
the same.

Kelly himself had little result in try-

ing to treat experimental infections.
The next point, the use of sulfa drugs with
radiation is indeed a touchy one. Kelly (1938) stated
.that sulfa drugs should not be used with x-ray therapy
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as they could not be used simultaneously with good
effect. Why this is true he could not explain but
in a later article (1941) he cites three cases in
which sulfa drugs and x-ray were used sirnultaneously
and not until the drug was discontinued did the x-ray
seem to have any effect.

So strongly does he feel

about this subject that he will not treat patients
who have been receiving them until 24 hours after
drugs has been discontinued.

In several cases in which

sulfanilamide was used locally gas-gangrene ensued on
the third hospital day and was advancing until drugs
were stopped and x-rays used.
Dr. Kelly conclusively states that amputations,
serum, and sulfa drugs are entirely out of place when
using x-ray and believes the effect is diminished by
their use.

On these points he is most emphatic and

in view of this one is rather at a loss to reconcile
the use of x-ray and the other forms of gas-gangrene
therapy previously discussed. The use of debridement,
amputation, serum and, of late, sulfa drugs has become so firmly entrenched that x-ray therapy seems
to be, in spite of the reported good results, hard
for the profession

to accept.

This is understand-

able, for a surgeon who has been in the practice of
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excising infected muscles- or amputating when there is
extensive involvement, findSit very hard to stand
by and do nothing but apply x-rays.

Believing as he

does, and as has been taught for many years, that
unless these muscles are excised or the whole limb
removed, and

.extens1 ve aero-therapy instituted,

a fatal outcome must

inevitably result, he is loathe

to depend entirely upon x-rays and x-ray alone. It 1 s
addition to the therapeutic measures in cases of gasgangrene might be effected much sooner .and more generally if it could be used in conjunction with the old
and established methods of treatment, and indeed those
men who now recommend its use at all,do so only when
it is used simultaneous with sulfa drugs and serum,
(Baily

1941, Coleman and Bennett, 1939,

W<airtihens 1942

and Maes 1941) .'rhis, Kelly definitely opposes.
In

the summarization of therapy one is tempted

to remain conservative and advise as

~JihEJll

et al

that x-ray be used with other lmown methods of treatment, but a review of the results of 12 years of
treatment with x-ray therapy are so much better than
any other method can show that I believe one should
not fear censure if he uses this treatment as Kelly
:recommends. As Pope has stated
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0,

"Be not the first

by which the new is tried, nor yet the last to lay the
o,ld aside."

Certainly roentgen ray_,therapy cannot be ,

.. ;_n view of reported results, termed a therapeutic
experiment, nor can it be termed a proven and established method. The latter may only await more general
application.
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SUMMARY

A review of the literature was made to determine
the recent trends in prophylaxis and therapy of gasgangrene.
In general, the use of antiseptics, with the
exception of zinc peroxide, was deemed more harmful
than advantageous.

Soap is now recognized as the best

bacteriocidal agent in view of the fact that it is
inert with r0gard to tissues yet effective against
bacteria. Its detergent

action, especially in war

wounds, also adds to its value and makes· is the ideal

"antisepticn if such there be.
Topical application of the sulfa drugs, in view
of recent and extensive experimental work, has been
shown to be of value prophylactiaally.

Its value

therapeutically can.~ot be clearly elucidated but oral
and local use of sulfanilamide, sulfathiozole or sulfadiazene is recomnended except in cases in which x-ray
is being used.
The value of antiserum was not fully determined
but its use is recommended by clinicians. Experimentally,
and when used in conjunction with sulfa drugs, serum has
proven to be more efficient than when used alone.
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The value of careful and thorough debridement is
stressed by all authors and is not abrogated by the use
of zinc peroxide or the implantations of sulfa drugs.
It is the one most important point in prophylaxis and
all other' measures are merely adjuncts to it. This
point is paramount and must never be forgotten.
The Orr-Trueta treatment may be of value in
prophylaxis of gas-gangrene and good results have been
reported. Its use in the treatment of war wounds in
general has been accompanied by such a decreased incidence of wound infection and accelerated healing time,
that it is accepted by many outstanding American and
British

surgeons. Therefore, while not solely or

directly prophylactic against gas-gangrene, it is indirectly of value and should be used.
In cases of crushing injuries followed by arterial
spasm, novocaine injections

of nerves or pariaeterial

sympathectomy should be done to relieve the condition
and thus re-establish the circulatory efficiency.
The pr~phylactic value of x-ray has not been
proven but in view of therapeutic results it may serve
to abort early cases and thus act as a prophylactic

measure.
In summarizing therapy, the value of anti-serum,
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chemo therapy and surgery is diff'icul t to evaluate
since

one is usually used in conjunction with either

one or both of the others. The results of surgery and
serum in world War I, and even up to 1932, were, not
impressive, for the mortality rate was

about 48%.

The use of' sulfa drugs in conjunction with surgery
and serum has not been very

extensively studied from

case reports but what has been done (Warthen 1942)
shows mortality rate of approximately 30%. Kelly, et.
al, ysing x-ray

report 364 cases with a mortality

rate of 11.5% which are the best figures to date.
These figures are the result of surgery, serum a.nd
x-ray, and in cases receiving x-ray only )le reports
4.7% mortality.

It would seem then, that surgery,

serum, and x-ray used together give the better results
than surgery and serum alone.

Kelly recommends use

of x-ray alone and states that sulfa drugs are
contraindicated with its use.
and

and that amputation

muscle excision is also out of place. While

the best mortality rate quoted,(4.7%) was attained
using only x-ray, the profession is rather lioathe
to accept it and to use the treatment. Future developments may make it more acceptable.
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GUNCLUSIONS •

•

The primary aim of this thesis was, as stated
in the introduction,the determination of the improvements in prophylaxis and therapy which have been
accomplished since World War I.

Emphasis was to be

placed on prophylaxis and an attempt made to determine whether or not we could expect better results
in the present conflict than were achieved in the

last.

Modern prophylaxis of gas-gangrene is basically

.

the same. Debridement is now, as it was in 1917-1918,
the all important measure. Serum as a prophylactic
measure is still used but its value is rather indefinite.
The use 01' soap is now the accepted practice and
destruction of tissue

less

should aid to some degree, in

preventing wound infection and promoting early healing.
The main contribution of the last two decades
has., of course., been tle sulfa drug. Their value in
preventing wound infections, in general, is

inestim-

able, and in preventing gas-gangrene, while difficult
to evaluate, is nevertheless important.
Plaster-of-Paris dressing, in promoting early
healing and in preventing oth~r
,,..

infections also

contributes to the prevention of gas-gangrene and will
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probably be responsible for a decrease in gas-gangrene.,

to a lesser degree than sulfa drugs., but significant
nevertheless.
Roentgen rays in prophylaxis are not a proven
thing. Application of this measure routinely in the
field is not practicable and is therefore not being
used.
From the standpoint of therapy the use of sulfa
drugs and zinc peroxide plus early and:iradical surgery
should lower wound mortality.

At present x-ray is not

being used because of the fact that sulfa drugs are
more easily used and can be applied in the field.
Since Kelly (and others) feel the two cannot be used
together and a choice., therefore., had to be made.,
the Army has chosen sulfa drugs.
It would appear from the foregoing that we
can anticipate both lowered incidence of gas-gangrene
and lowered mortality rate in those
infected.

who do become

The contribution of each-specific measure,

sulfa drugs., serum, etc • ., will probably never be
evaluated but it is the author's opinion that increased
surgical skill., sulfa drugs., and better supportive
treatment -plas.nia,blood., and early evacuation and
treatment, will be the main factors responsible •
. . ;_
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